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PREMIUM SPORT SURFACES

Netball is an action packed and fast paced game 
which requires a court surface which can handle 
whatever the players throw at it. 

Hardcore performance sport surfaces give netball 
players a court specifically designed to meet the 
demands of speedy footwork and fast changing 
weather conditions. Giving back and pushing as 
hard as you do.

Hardcore sport surfaces ensure players can step 
with confidence with superb grip for quick moving 
feet, players rely on our court surfaces to keep 
them safe and in the game. No other netball court 
surface performs better than ours. That’s a fact 
players attest to.

Give your netball courts the attention they deserve 
and your players the safest surface to compete 
upon. HardCore surfaces suit all levels of netball 
players, from beginners to pros. So why wouldn’t 
you want to give them the best opportunity right 
from the word go?

NETBALL

GAME ON
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PREMIUM SPORT SURFACES

Hardcore 3 Cushion
An economic (3 layer) cushion option designed 
for clubs and individual players who require a cost 
effective – mid range synthetic rubber playing 
compound applied beneath the textured tennis or 
netball surface assisting with player comfort and 
reducing long term injury through high impact 
sports played on hard surfaces
   
 

Hardcore 5 Cushion
The Hardcore 5 system is a full cushion (5 
layer) application recognized globally as the 
minimum depth required for International tennis 
tournaments. This surface is completed with either 
our tennis or netball finish is designed specifically 
for a face paced or non-slip game
 

Hardcore 7 Cushion
The Hardcore 7 system is our premium cushion (7 
layer) application designed for maximum comfort 
adding to increased longevity for competition 
players serious about their sport of choice. 
Combined with the finish of your choice this court 
will add years to your playing life and will be seen 
as a valuable asset to any recreational area   

CUSHION
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COURT COLOURS

Dark Green Light Green Green

Blue Red Light Blue

Purple Gray Orange

Yellow Ice Blue Beige


